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Abstract 

Members of gut microbiota are confronted by the epithelial immune system suggesting that 

resistance is crucial for chronical gut colonization. We show that the insect Riptortus pedestris 

produces massively hundreds of specific antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), the Crypt-specific 

Cysteine-Rich peptides (CCRs), in the posterior midgut that houses a mono-specific bacterial 

community. CCRs have membrane-damaging antimicrobial activity against diverse bacteria but 

gut symbionts have elevated resistance. Tn-seq determined the genetic repertoire in the gut 

symbiont Caballeronia insecticola to manage AMP stress, identifying novel pathways targeted 

by AMPs in addition to cell envelope functions. Mutants in the corresponding genes have 

reduced capacity to colonize the gut, demonstrating that CCRs create a selective barrier and 

resistance is a key attribute of gut symbionts. 
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Main text 

The animal gut is colonized by large numbers of bacteria, which provide essential functions to 

the host (1,2). Their presence constitutes an immunological challenge and the intestinal 

epithelium responds to them with the activation of a diversified repertoire of immune effectors 

(3,4). The members of the microbiota have a coevolved relationship with this active immune 

system, enabling them to colonize the gut stably (5,6). Among the prominent immune 

mechanisms is the production of AMPs, which are secreted in the gut lumen and come in contact 

with the microbiota (7-10). Thus, gut commensals are expected to be resilient to AMPs (11) but 

how they adapt and how important this is for gut colonization remains largely unexplored. 

The bean bug Riptortus pedestris has a particular gut organization, associated with a (nearly) 

mono-specific microbiota present in the specialized posterior midgut region M4 composed of 

two rows of crypts branched on a central tract (12). This microbiota is acquired from the 

environment through feeding. The M4 bacteria are very specific, belonging to the Caballeronia 

genus and are mostly present as a single colonizer, established through a multifaceted selection 

process (13-16). Among the bean bug colonizers, Caballeronia insecticola has emerged as a 

model species (17). We took advantage of this simplified gut-microbe interaction model to 

explore how gut bacteria are adapted to resist intestinal AMP challenge. 

The Riptortus pedestris midgut produces hundreds of AMPs 

A preliminary transcriptome analysis of the M4 midgut region has identified a novel class of 

secretory peptides, which we call the CCRs (18,19). In order to define the expression pattern of 

CCR genes, the transcriptome was determined by RNA-seq in midgut regions of insects that 

were reared for different times in the presence or absence of the C. insecticola gut symbiont 

(Fig. 1A). Hidden Markov Models based on the previously identified CCR sequences were used 

to identify in the newly generated transcriptome the complete set of CCR sequences. This 

analysis revealed 310 CCR transcripts (data S1). The encoded CCR peptides do not show high 

similarity apart from a pattern of conserved cysteine residues (Fig. 1B). Despite their sequence 

divergence, AlphaFold2 predicted similar folds for tested CCR peptides, consisting of three 

pairs of -sheets that are probably connected by cystine bridges (Fig. 1C). Differential 

expression analysis revealed that the majority of the CCR genes are most strongly expressed in 

the midguts of symbiotic insects (Fig. 1D, data S1). Subsets of genes were specific for the M3, 

M4B and the majority for the M4 region carrying the C. insecticola bacteria, suggesting that 

the encoded peptides target the symbionts. Moreover, the CCRs are among the most strongly 

expressed transcripts in the overall transcriptome (fig. S1), suggesting a primordial role of the 
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peptides in the midgut. The CCR genes did not exhibit similarity to known sequences of other 

organisms. However the taxonomically restricted nature of the genes as well as the structure of 

the CCRs, being small, secreted and characterized by conserved cysteine residues, remind 

strongly to AMP gene families (10) and AMP prediction tools confirmed this presumption (Fig. 

1C, data S1). Whole mount in situ hybridization with the infected-M4-specific gene CCR0043 

showed that the gene is expressed uniformly by the epithelial cells in all M4 crypts (Fig. 1E, 

fig. S2). This pattern contrasts with the mammalian small intestine where specialized cell types 

at the base of crypts express AMP genes (20). 

Based on the expression pattern and the predicted AMP activity, we selected CCRs for chemical 

synthesis (Fig. 1C, table S1). These seven CCRs, together with thanatin and riptocin, two 

known innate immunity-related AMPs of R. pedestris (21), LL37 and NCR335, from mammal 

and plant origin respectively (22,23) and bacterial polymyxin B (PMB), were tested for growth 

inhibiting activity against a panel of taxonomically diverse bacterial species Bacillus subtillis, 

Sinorhizobium meliloti, Paraburkholderia fungorum and C. insecticola. The first two species 

are unable to colonize the R. pedestris midgut while the latter two can efficiently proliferate in 

the crypts (13). In agreement with the bioinformatics predictions, the CCRs had growth 

inhibiting activity against B. subtilis and S. meliloti although with variable strengths (Fig. 

2A,B). On the other hand, the two species, P. fungorum and C. insecticola, that are able to 

colonize the gut crypts, are not or only weakly affected by the tested CCRs (Fig. 2A,B). This 

pattern of sensitivity/resistance to CCRs matches with the response of these species to PMB 

and in part to the other tested peptides. CFU counting showed the bacterial reduction from 

107 CFU to no colonies after treatment of sensitive S. meliloti with the CCR1659 peptide for a 

few hours, indicating that the growth inhibition results from a bactericidal activity, similarly as 

for PMB (Fig. 2C). The bactericidal activity of CCR1659 was abolished by prior Proteinase K 

treatment of the peptide and inhibited by the presence of the divalent cations Ca2+ and Mg2+, 

which interfere with the electrostatic interaction of AMPs with negatively charged membrane 

lipids and diminish the activity of membrane-targeting AMPs (24) (Fig. 2C; fig. S3). To acquire 

insight in the killing mode of CCR1659, we tested the hypothesis that the peptide disrupt 

bacterial membranes, like PMB and the other tested AMPs do (25-27). Outer and inner 

membrane integrities in S. meliloti were consecutively damaged by both CCR1659 and PMB 

treatment, as measured respectively by 1-N-PhenylNaphthylamine (NPN) and Propidium 

Iodide (PI) uptake leading to enhanced fluorescence (Fig. 2D). In agreement with the membrane 

disruption, fluorescence microscopy showed that FITC-modified CCR1659 labelled the 
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envelope of S. meliloti cells in a similar way as polylysine-FITC, which is a polycation known 

to interact with negatively charged membranes of bacteria (Fig. 2E) (28,29). Binding of 

CCR1659 to the envelope suggests that its killing efficiency depends on the strength of 

envelope binding. To test this assumption, we measured with flow cytometry the binding level 

of CCR1659-FITC and polylysine-FITC to the above panel of species. Strikingly, CCR1659-

sensitive S. meliloti and B. subtilis were strongly labeled with these two molecules while 

resistant C. insecticola and P. fungorum only weakly (Fig. 2F). Thus, the level of binding to 

cells is correlated with the susceptibility/resistance pattern. Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) of CCR1659-treated S. meliloti cells further confirmed the membrane-perturbing 

activity of the peptide that provoked the leakage of fibrous materials from damaged cells 

similarly as PMB (Fig. 2G; fig. S4). Together, this data reveal that the M4 symbiotic region of 

the gut produces a remarkably large arsenal of CCR peptides with membrane-damaging AMP 

activity. 

The Caballeronia insecticola genetic repertoire determining AMP resistance 

Species that colonize the midgut display a high level of resistance to CCRs and other AMPs 

suggesting that resistance is a prerequisite for efficient gut colonization. To test this hypothesis, 

we aimed to identify the resistance determinants in C. insecticola and assess if they control gut 

colonization. A transposon mutant library (30) was used to perform a Tn-seq screen with PMB, 

since PMB has a similar membrane action as CCR peptides and is commercially accessible in 

sufficient quantities for Tn-seq experiments. The screen, performed with three sub-lethal PMB 

concentrations, resulted in 54 genes whose mutation provoked a fitness defect with the highest 

concentration. With the lower PMB concentrations, subsets of these genes were identified 

suggesting a multifactorial resistance with some mechanisms contributing more strongly than 

others (Fig. 3A,B; fig. S5, data S2). In agreement with the membrane-targeting mode of action 

of PMB, the majority of fitness genes are involved in the generation of bacterial envelope 

components, including LPS, peptidoglycan, phospholipids, hopanoids and membrane protein 

machineries. In order to validate the Tn-seq results, we constructed insertion and deletion 

mutants in 11 genes selected among the 54 PMB fitness genes. These genes are predicted to be 

involved in the biosynthesis of the LPS core (dedA, waaC and waaF)(31-33), LPS O-antigen 

(wbiF, wbiG, wbiI, wzm and rfbA)(34), peptidoglycan (dedA), membrane protein machineries 

(tolB and tolQ) (35,36), in addition to a gene (tpr) encoding a tetratricopeptide repeat protein 

of unknown function. Complementing strains were constructed for some of the mutants. 

Sensitivity assays with PMB and colistin (COL), another polymyxin-family AMP, confirmed 
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that each mutant had an 8- to 32-fold increased sensitivity compared to the WT (Fig. 3C) while 

the complemented mutants were restored to WT-levels (fig. S6). Thus, the Tn-seq analysis 

correctly identified genetic determinants for PMB resistance in C. insecticola. 

In line with the sensitivity of the mutants to PMB and the membrane-attacking properties of 

CCRs, we found that all mutants were more sensitive than WT for at least one of the tested 

CCR peptides and the other available AMPs (Fig. 3C,D). The tolB and tolQ mutants were the 

least sensitive and displayed only a slight difference compared to WT for all tested peptides. 

The dedA and tpr mutants were strongly affected by the CCR1659 peptide (Fig. 3D) and 

moderately by the other tested peptides. The mutants wzm, wbiF, wbiG, wbiI and rfbA were 

sensitive to several of the tested CCRs although in many cases, enhanced sensitivity was not 

resulting in a complete growth inhibition but in a retarded and lesser growth compared to 

untreated control and the WT grown with the same peptide concentration. The waaC and waaF 

mutants were the most strongly affected, being more sensitive than WT to all tested peptides 

and at higher peptide concentrations, their growth was completely blocked (Fig. 3D). Taken 

together, the C. insecticola genes that were revealed by the PMB Tn-seq screen, contribute also 

to resistance towards other membrane-attacking AMPs, including the CCRs. 

Because the tested AMPs interfere with bacterial membrane function, we characterized the cell 

envelope of the mutants. Since some of the mutated genes are known or suspected to be 

involved in LPS biosynthesis, we analyzed the LPS structure of all mutants by PAGE profiling 

and by mass spectrometry analysis of their lipid A moiety, which is proposed to be a direct 

target of PMB (25,26) (Fig. 4A,B). The tpr, dedA and tolQ mutants had a PAGE LPS profile 

that was indistinguishable from the WT. The wzm, rfbA, wbiF, wbiG and wbiI mutants produced 

a similar LPS that lacked the O-antigen but had a lipid A/core oligosaccharide moiety that was 

indistinguishable from WT while the waaC and waaF mutants had an altered lipid A/core 

moiety, in agreement with the predicted heptosyl-transferase activity of the encoded enzymes 

that perform the first steps of the core oligosaccharide synthesis. Mass spectrometry analysis of 

the lipid A moieties suggested that none of the mutants had an altered lipid A structure and 

notably, that all mutants produced lipid A carrying the 4-amino-4-deoxy-L arabinose (Ara4N) 

modification that is known to confer PMB resistance in related species (Fig. 4B; fig. S7) 

(32,33,37). 

We assessed the steady-state outer membrane integrity of the mutants by NPN labeling and 

sensitivity to detergents (fig. S8). The waaC and waaF mutants had a higher NPN-derived 

fluorescence and slightly higher sensitivity to the non-ionic detergent Triton X100 and the 
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cationic detergent CTAB than the WT, while the other mutants were similar to WT. The tolB 

and tolQ mutants on the other hand were more sensitive to the anionic detergent SDS than to 

other tested strains. Overall, this indicates that although the outer membrane in some mutants 

has a reduced robustness, the AMP sensitivity of the mutants is not a direct consequence of a 

generic membrane instability but of the deficiency of specific resistance mechanisms. The 

capacity of the bacterial envelope to bind membrane-disrupting AMPs is a parameter 

influencing AMP sensitivity. The waaC and wbiF LPS mutants showed indeed a strong labeling 

of their envelope with CCR1659-FITC, contrary to the WT that did not show any labelling (Fig. 

4C). However, the tpr mutant was also not labeled. Therefore, we quantified the relative 

capacity of the envelope of all the mutants to bind membrane-disrupting AMPs by labeling the 

cells with the fluorescent polylysine-FITC peptide or CCR1659-FITC, followed by flow 

cytometry analysis (Fig. 4D). All the mutants with altered LPS (waaC, waaF, wzm, rfbA, wbiF, 

wbiG and wbiI) had a strongly enhanced labeling with both peptides indicating a more 

accessible cell surface for AMP binding. However, the dedA and tpr mutants displayed a 

peptide labeling that was identical to the WT while the tolB and tolQ mutants were even labelled 

less intensively. Thus, the LPS mutants might be more sensitive to the AMPs because of the 

higher accessibility of their membranes for interactions with AMPs but the sensitivity of the 

dedA, tpr and tolBQ mutants has to be explained by a different mechanism. Interestingly, crypt-

colonizing C. insecticola bacteria have lost their O-antigen after establishing in the crypts (21) 

and thus have an LPS that is similar to the LPS of the wzm, rfbA, wbiF, wbiG and wbiI mutants. 

In agreement, bacteria isolated from the crypts are hypersensitive to PMB and the CCR1659 

peptide (Fig. 3C,D) and they strongly bind polylysine-FITC and CCR1659-FITC (Fig. 4D). 

To confirm that the set of mutants are affected in different pathways for AMP resistance, we 

created the waaC/tpr, waaC/dedA and waaC/wbiF double mutants. We reasoned that if genes 

are part of the same pathway, double mutants should not show an additive phenotype compared 

to the single mutants, while in case genes are in separate pathways, double mutants might 

display a more severe phenotype than single mutants. We found that the three double mutants 

were more sensitive than the corresponding single mutants to PMB and CCR1659 and bound 

more CCR1659-FITC (fig. S9), suggesting that indeed “waaC and tpr” or “waaC and dedA” or 

“waaC and wbiF” define different pathways to PMB resistance. The synthetic phenotype of the 

waaC/wbiF mutant further suggest that the LPS core and the O-antigen constitute two distinct 

barriers for AMPs to reach the membrane. 
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SEM of untreated WT and tpr, dedA, tolB, waaC and wzm mutants showed that the mutants 

affect the bacterial envelope in various ways (fig. S10). SEM of CCR1659-treated cells reveals 

that the response to the peptide in the waaC and tpr mutant is markedly different. In the waaC 

mutant, very strong membrane distortions are visible and frequent cell lysis, indicated by the 

cellular material released from cells. The tpr mutant on the other hand shows only minor 

modifications on the cell surface, similar to WT, although infrequent release of large amounts 

of cellular material was also observed (Fig. 4E). Collectively, the properties of the single and 

double mutants suggest that in C. insecticola different mechanisms contribute to AMP 

resistance.  

AMP resistance in Caballeronia insecticola is crucial for midgut colonization 

Since the midgut crypts are the site of intensive AMP production, we next analyzed the capacity 

of the AMP sensitivity mutants to colonize the M4 midgut region of the R. pedestris midgut. 

As a preliminary test and to exclude that gut colonization phenotypes can be attributed to trivial 

reasons, we confirmed that each mutant has similar growth patterns as WT (fig. S11A) and is 

motile (fig. S11B) since motility is crucial for colonization of the M4 crypts (14). Analysis at 5 

days post infection (dpi) of second instar nymphs showed that the 11 mutants had the capacity 

to colonize the crypts although they were to various extends less efficient than the WT. The 

WT had a 100% efficiency (n=10) and the number of bacteria per gut was consistently high 

(>107 genome copies per gut). In contrast, the mutants displayed a large variability in 

colonization level between insect individuals, ranging from a wild-type colonization level for 

some individuals to a failure to establish in the crypts in other individuals (Fig. 5A). The waaC 

and tpr mutants were particularly affected in agreement with their strong AMP sensitivity. This 

intriguing probabilistic colonization of the gut by the mutants is reminiscent to stochastic 

colonization of the Drosophila gut by underperforming Lactobacillus plantarum strains while 

a strong colonizer strain had a 100% efficiency (38). 

Next, the fitness of the mutants in M4 colonization was evaluated when they were in 

competition with WT. Insects were infected with fifty-fifty mixtures of RFP-marked WT and 

one of the mutants (or WT as a control) that were marked with GFP. The outcome of the 

competitions was analyzed at 5 dpi by fluorescence microscopy of dissected M4 midguts and 

flow cytometry quantification of their bacterial content (Fig. 5B). In the control competition, 

RFP- and GFP-marked WT were kept in balance. However, in competitions with the mutants, 

the WT nearly completely outcompeted each of them, confirming their reduced colonization 

capacity. 
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Finally, we also tested if the mutants have a reduced capacity to outcompete a less efficient 

crypt colonizing species. We previously showed that P. fungorum can colonize the M4 crypts 

but that it is outcompeted by C. insecticola (13). Here, the outcompetition of P. fungorum by 

C. insecticola WT in co-infection experiments was confirmed while wzm, waaC, tolB, tpr and 

dedA mutants were significantly less efficient in outcompeting P. fungorum (Fig. 5C). Thus, 

high AMP resistance in C. insecticola is an important factor contributing to the efficiency of 

this strain in occupying the R. pedestris gut.  

We conclude from these infection experiments that the reduced resilience to AMPs of mutants 

in different resistance mechanisms makes them less apt to colonize the midgut crypts. 

Presumably, AMP resistance is critical during the initial infection stages, from the entering of 

a few hundred cells into the crypt region to the rapid multiplication in two to three days of this 

founder population to a crypt-space-filling population of about 107-108 bacteria (15). Thus the 

surprisingly large diversity of CCR peptides, several of them already expressed in the M3 and 

M4 before the microbiota establishment, could be an adaptation to create a selective 

environment, restricting the bacteria that have a chance to establish in the M4 crypts. This 

mechanism could favor optimal beneficial Caballeronia strains among the variability of 

bacteria that the insect can ingest from the environment. Indeed, recent insights have changed 

the previous view on AMPs as generic, non-specific antimicrobials by the demonstration that 

they can display a degree of specificity and synergism. Accordingly, AMP repertoires in 

organisms dynamically evolve according to the diversity of microbes encountered in the natural 

environment (39-41). On the other hand, once established in the crypts, the bacteria lose their 

O-antigen by an unknown mechanism (21), which renders them sensitive to the CCR peptides. 

This suggests a second function of the CCR peptide arsenal that could be related to the 

protection of the crypt epithelia and prevention of the bacteria breaching these epithelia. Indeed, 

in R. pedestris the crypt epithelium lack mucus or peritrophic protective layers and is therefore 

in direct contact with the microbiota (16). Additionally, the membrane fragilization of the crypt-

bacteria by the CCR peptides could facilitate the retrieval of nutrients from the bacteria (14), 

suggesting that the insect tames the gut symbionts with the CCRs. 
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Fig. 1. CCRs are symbiosis-specific AMP-like peptides. A. Experimental setup for 

transcriptome analysis. First day second instars were divided in two groups. To one of them, C. 

insecticola symbionts were administered (green, Sym) and the other group remained free of 

symbionts (blue, Apo). Insects were dissected in the second (1, 2, and 3 days post inoculation 

[dpi]) or fifth instar (12 dpi) and the M3, M4B and M4 regions were harvested for transcriptome 

analysis. The pictures at the right show representative guts of a Sym insect at 3 dpi (top) and a 

same age Apo insect (bottom). B. Logo profile of the mature CCR peptides identified in the 

transcriptome, highlighting the sequence diversity of the peptides and the ten conserved 

cysteine residues. C. AlphaFold2 structural predictions of examples of CCR peptides showing 

antiparallel -sheets carrying the cysteine residues. D. Blue-black-yellow heat map of the 

relative expression profile of the identified CCR genes and white-grey heat map of AMP 

predictions. Sample identity in the expression heat map is indicated at the top and is according 

to panel A. AMP prediction tools are Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), AMPpredictor (dbAMP); iAMPpred; Antimicrobial Peptide 

Scanner (AMPscanner); (AmPEP_v1 and AmPEP_v2). A consensus prediction (6 out of 7 

positive predictions) is indicated in the last column. The peptides used for functional 
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characterization are indicated at the right of the heat maps. E. Whole-mount in situ 

hybridization with a CCR0043 antisense probe on the dissected midgut of a 3 dpi symbiotic 

insect. Positive signal appears with a blue-brownish color. CCR0043 is specifically expressed 

in the M4 and uniformly in all crypts. Control in situ hybridizations on the gut of aposymbiotic 

insects and with a sense probe on symbiotic insects are shown in Supplemental Figure S2. 
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Fig. 2. CCR peptides are membrane-targeting AMPs. A. Growth inhibition of the indicated 

bacterial species by different concentrations of CCR1659. Error bars are standard deviations 

(n=3). B. Minimal concentrations (in µM) of growth inhibition of the indicated strains by 

various peptides. C. Bactericidal activity of 25 µM CCR1659 and 25 µM PMB. PK: proteinase 

K; Ca2+: activity in the presence of 5 mM CaCl2; Mg2+ activity in the presence of 5 mM MgCl2. 

Error bars are standard deviations (n=3). D. NPN and PI uptake by S. meliloti cells in response 

to treatment with 10 µM CCR1659 or 10 µM PMB in the presence or absence of 5 mM MgCl2. 

NPN is a lipophilic dye that fluoresces in hydrophobic environments such as bacterial 

phospholipids exposed by outer membrane damage; PI is a membrane impermeant DNA-

intercalating dye that fluoresces upon DNA binding in the cytoplasm, indicative of 

permeabilisation of both the outer and inner membrane. Error bars are standard deviations 

(n=3). E. Fluorescence microscopy (left) of S. meliloti cells treated with Polylysine-FITC or 

CCR1659-FITC at the indicated concentrations. Corresponding bright field images are shown 

at the right. F. Flow cytometry analysis of Polylysine-FITC (top) or CCR1659-FITC binding 

by the indicated strains. Light purple histograms are control measurements without fluorescent 

label (-label); the dark purple histograms are in the presence of the fluorescent label (+label). 

G. SEM micrographs of untreated S. meliloti cells (left) or treated with 1.5 µM CCR1659 

(middle) or with 3.6 µM PMB (right). The arrows indicate cellular material released from cells. 

The double arrowheads indicate cells with lost turgor. 
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Fig. 3. Identification of AMP resistance genes by Tn-seq. A. Heat map showing the level of 

depletion of transposon insertions in the indicated genes in the C. insecticola population grown 

in the presence of PMB at the indicated concentrations. The color-code scale indicates the log2 

fold change in the insertion abundance under the test conditions relative to the control 

conditions. B. IGV view of Tn-seq sequencing data for a selected genomic region of C. 

insecticola. The histograms indicate the abundance of mutants in the Tn-seq population for the 

indicated samples. Genes whose products contribute to PMB resistance have a lower frequency 

of Tn insertions in peptide treatment screens than in the control. C. Mutants in selected genes 

are hypersensitive to AMPs. Heat map and minimal concentrations of growth inhibition of the 

indicated wild-type and mutant strains by the listed peptides. Minimal concentrations are 

indicated in µM. The color key of the heat map is as indicated at the right. Grey cells indicate 

not tested. D. Growth inhibition of the indicated strains by different concentrations of 

CCR1659. Gut indicates crypt-colonizing C. insecticola bacteria, directly isolated from 

dissected M4. Error bars are standard deviations (n=3). 
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Fig. 4. Surface properties of the AMP-sensitive mutants. A. Polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis analysis of total LPS extracted from the indicated strains. The waaC/waaC 

strain is the complemented mutant. Despite the altered core in the waaC mutant, an O-antigen 

ladder is visible, that has a similar profile to the wild type, possibly corresponding to the O-
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antigen anchored on an intermediate lipid carrier. B. MS analysis of the lipid A molecule 

present in the indicated mutants. Red arrows indicate the Ara4N carrying lipid A (Fig. S7). C. 

Fluorescence microscopy of C. insecticola wild-type, waaC, tpr and wbiF cells treated with 50 

µg/mL CCR1659-FITC. All images are at the same magnification and the scalebar is 10 µm. 

D. Flow cytometry analysis of 50 µg/mL Polylysine-FITC (top) or 7.5 µM CCR1659-FITC 

binding by the indicated strains. Gut is bacteria directly isolated from the midgut crypts. Light 

purple histograms are control measurements without fluorescent label (-label); the dark purple 

histograms are in the presence of the fluorescent label. Note the presence of a double peak in 

the Polylysine-FITC treated mutants waaC, waaF, wzm, rfbA, wbiFGI, indicating of a 

heterogeneous bacterial population. E. SEM micrographs of untreated C. insecticola wild type 

and waaC and tpr mutant untreated cells or treated with 7.5 µM CCR1659. Arrowheads indicate 

release of tiny amounts of cellular material in intact cells. Double arrowheads indicate cellular 

material released from lysed cells. Arrows indicate cell deformations. Scale bars are 1 µm for 

all images.  
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Fig. 5. AMP-sensitive mutants are impaired in gut colonization. A. Single-strain infections 

of R. pedestris second instar nymphs with C. insecticola WT or indicated mutants or no bacteria 

(apo). Colonization of the M4 crypt region was determined at 5 dpi by dissection and 

microscopy observation of the guts and symbiont titer determination by qPCR in M4 total DNA 

extracts. The % above the dot plots indicate the proportion of insects that showed colonization 

by microscopy observation (n=10). The qPCR measurements for each individual insect are 

indicated by green dots and the mean per mutant is indicated by a horizontal black line. B. Co-

infections of R. pedestris with an equal mix of RFP-labelled C. insecticola WT and indicated 

GFP-labelled WT or mutant strains. Relative abundance of the two strains in the M4 midgut 

regions at 5 dpi was determined by flow cytometry on dissected intestines. The competition 

index expresses for all samples the ratio of WT to the indicated mutant, corrected by the ratio 

of the inoculum, which was in all cases close to 1. Each dot represents the competition index in 

an individual and the mean per mutant is indicated by a horizontal black line (n=10). C. Co-

infections of R. pedestris with a 1:1 mix of GFP-labelled P. fungorum and indicated mScarlett-

I-labelled WT or mutant C. insecticola. Relative abundance of the two strains in the M4 midgut 

regions at 5 dpi was determined by flow cytometry on dissected intestines. The competition 

index expresses for all samples the ratio of P. fungorum to the indicated mutant, corrected by 

the ratio of the inoculum, which was in all cases close to 1. Each dot represents the competition 

index in an individual and the mean per mutant is indicated by a horizontal black line (n=10). 

In all panels, different letters indicate statistically significant differences (P<0.05). Statistical 

significance was analyzed by Kruskal–Wallis test, Dunn post hoc test and Benjamini-Hochberg 

correction. 
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